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DEAF-BUND SERVICES PROGRAM
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Deaf-Blind Services provides access to information to deaf-blind persons, utilizing various

communication methods. Through instruction andfacilitation, deaf-blind people are enabled to gain,

regain and maintain independence. This is Intervention.

"

CASE MANAGEMENT
There are a total of five Case Managers working for Deaf-Blind Services. They provide service to

regions of the province. The unique aspect of the DBS Program, is the Case Management Service.

Upon referral to this department, the deaf-blind person is assessed by the Case Manager and together

with the client a program plan is designed. Community resources are located and managed by the

CM who can initially act as an intake worker, counsellor, rehabilitation, and orientation & mobility

instructor, interpreter and intervenor. Assessments in the areas of communication, orientation &
mobility, vision, hearing and technical devices are completed. The CM then places a trained

intervenor with the client to help carry out the clients program plan.

INTERVENTION
Intervenors play an important role in the life of the deaf-blind person. The needs and interests of

each person vary, so their need for intervention varies. Intervention is the process of facilitating

a deaf-blind person's interaction with their environment, becoming the "eyes and ears" of the

individual providing visual and auditory information. In addition, intervenors provide instruction

in a variety of skill areas including: Orientation & Mobility, Technical Aids and Devices,

Independent Living Skills, and Communication. Deaf-Blind Services, Ontario Division has a total

of 8 full time and 17 part time intervenors, providing community based intervention to deaf-blind

adults in the province. When a deaf-blind person becomes a client of this department, they are

guaranteed a minimum amount of intervention per week. Presently, we are able to provide

approximately 5-6 hours of intervention per client a week.

COUNSELLING
Counselling about the disability of deaf-blindness is an ongoing process, as the deterioration of both

vision and hearing may span a great number of years. For some persons, vision and hearing may
'bfc'Statrte fOTTa" period* of time (the client has learned to cope and learn independent skills). But,

when another change takes place in vision and hearing, they may require counselling to begin all

over in learning independent and coping skills. Since deaf-blindness occurs at different times in

life for different persons, counselling is completely individual and the persons' needs and interests

must always be considered.
?©r dlffercm r
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ORIENTATION & MOBILITY
Sometimes referred to as "safe travel skills," Orientation & Mobility refers to instructingm individual

-,. h&v toffravel independently in their community. This often requires instruction in: she use of a
^Sftnlte cane, how to use a public transit system, how to locate one's home, stores or work...
h^depe^dehtiy. The deaf-blind individual receives instruction in Orientation & Mobility from their
w^Me^MInag«r and Intervenor from Deaf-Blind Services. When the individual moves to a new living

situation, or work environment, they will receive new instruction and orientation to their new areas.
« »me area*



TECHNICAL AIDS and DEVICES
Deaf-Blind persons use a variety of technical aids and devices which allow them greater

independence and accessibility to everyday activities. Some of the devices include: Vibrating

Alerting Devices, Large Print Telephone Devices for the Deaf-Blind and Braille Telephone Devices
for the Deaf-Blind, Closed Circuit TV Reader, Computers accessed by braille or large print the

list goes on. Deaf-Blind Services will assist the individual in finding the best aid or device that suits

them, will provide training and provide information and assistance in their purchase. Through the

Ministry of Health, Assistive Devices Program (ADP), individuals are provided a subsidy in the

purchase of many devices. Case Managers working in Deaf-Blind Services are authorizers for ADP
equipment.

INDEPENDENT LIVING SKILLS
Intervenors provide instruction in a variety of life skills areas including, cooking and home
management, budgeting as well as the previously mentioned areas. Generally, many deaf-blind

persons require ongoing instruction in life skills areas as their vision and/or hearing deteriorates.

For example, a person may at one time have had enough residual vision to see the stove control

panel, they may now not be able to rely on that vision and therefore require new training cooking
as a blind person. The deaf-blind person will discuss with a Case Manager the different skill areas

they would like to develop, and the Case Manager will set them up with an Intervenor who will

provide the specialized instruction. A person's needs and interests will often change over time, so

we change with them.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Deaf-blind persons use a variety of communication methods and adaptations, including: Tactile

American Sign Language, The Two Hand Manual Alphabet, Braille, Large Print Notes and various

technical devices. The staff of DBS are skilled in all of these communication areas, and it is a

mandate of the department to always use the individual's preferred method of communication. As
one's vision and/or hearing deteriorates they will require an adapted communication method, and
intervenors will provide this instruction. Communication is as varied as each person and there is

no "one" communication method used by all deaf-blind people.

LITERACY
DBS provides an English Literacy Program to deaf-blind adults to improve their reading

comprehension and writing skills. The instructor develops a curriculum based on the individual's

needs and interests. All instruction is provided in the deaf-blind persons preferred method of

communication, and all classes are given on a one-to-one basis. This program has met with great

success.

LEISURE/RECREATION
Some deaf-blind persons are involved jn their own independent recreation and leisure activities, but

many others live in isolation and look forward to organized group activities with other deaf-blind

persons. DBS provides a variety of large group and individual activities in which deaf-blind adults

can take part. Volunteers are extremely important as they provide the majority of recreation and
leisure intervention for individuals in activities such as swimming, art/craft classes, skiing, bowling,

etc. It is very important to provide interactive social activities for deaf-blind persons who are so

often on their own.

INTERPRETING
DBS will provide interpreting services for deaf-blind people in work situations such as meetings,

doctors and lawyers appointments and so on. Staff of DBS provide interpreting only for deaf-blind

persons as their skills are specific to this population.



INFORMATION AND RESOURCE
It is very difficult for persons' who are deaf-blind to access information due to the communication
barriers that exist between themselves and their community at large. Therefore, through the

intervention program, deaf-blind persons' can, through their "eyes and ears" gain information and
access to community resources.

PUBLIC AWARENESS PROGRAM
DBS has a Public Awareness Program that has a few roles. The program develops resources and
information material that the general public can access for interest and education purposes. The
program also provides presentations and information sessions about deaf-blindness to interested

individuals and community groups, is involved with various media sources and present special event

activities. The importance of educating the general public about the dual disability of deaf-blindness

is of the utmost importance and needs to be ongoing. Presently, this is the only Awareness Program
of its' kind in the country and does not have ongoing funding.

CONSULTATION AND REFERRAL
DBS staff often act as consultants to the family, community, medical profession, government
agencies, vocational agencies, social service agencies, and educational institutions. The department
also provides orientation and training on a national level to CNIB Deaf-Blind Services offices in

other provinces. Staff from DBS are also often guest lecturers at various conferences and workshops
specific to the dual disability of deaf-blindness.

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
Both the Toronto office, and the Ottawa office have a full time "Leisure Counsellor" who also acts

as a volunteer coordinator for the department. They recruit, train, supervise and provide ongoing
counselling to persons desiring to volunteer with deaf-blind adults. Volunteer intervenors fill an

important role in the lives of deaf-blind persons, in areas such as recreation and leisure activities

and social visiting. Leisure Counsellors provide an indepth orientation and training program to

volunteers, covering areas such as orientation to the CNIB and DBS, sighted guide, communication
methods and some technical devices. There are 60 volunteers presently involved with Deaf-Blind
Services.

If you would like more information about
CNIB Deaf- Blind Services, please contact your nearest office at:

Voice/TDD

Hamilton: (416) 528-8555
London: (519) 434-8413
Ottawa: (613) 563-4021
Toronto: (416) 480-7417

Produced with support from The Trillium Foundation
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PREFACE

These Functional Assessments for work with Deaf-Blind Persons were written by the
Case Managers and the Co-ordinator of the Deaf-Blind Services Department, the
Canadian National Institute for the Blind Ontario Division.

This package is intended as a starting point to assist workers, who have some
previous knowledge of the dual disability of deaf-blindness, effectively perform
functional assessments.

The assessment package is divided into four separate sections; Auditory,
Communication, Orientation & Mobility, and Vision. Each assessment can be used
alone or in conjunction with the others. The assessments are not check lists and
can be used out of the order of their presentation. It will take a number of
visits over weeks, or months to complete them.

To be successful with any assessment the worker must be creative, have an

imagination and show initiative and patience.

In the assessments that follow it is presupposed that the worker is the person
doing the assessment directly with the deaf-blind person. The workers must be
fluent in all of the communication modes that the client uses.

We appreciate that all deaf-blind persons are individuals and therefore some
techniques and methods will be successful with some people and not with others.

We have been utilizing these assessments over the past 14 years and have now
formalized them in the hope that they will assist other people working with deaf-
blind persons.

Katherine Hesson Kelly Pollock Molly Saunders Joyce Thompson Lynne Watt

1-9-353-00-21 March 1992
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FUNCTIONAL AUDITORY ASSESSMENT
for work with

DEAF-BUND PERSONS

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Most deaf-blind people, by definition, will not have enough hearing to allow them to understand

speech but many will be able to use what residual hearing they have to understand environmental

sounds. This has a great impact on one's orientation and mobility skills and skills of daily living.

Environmental information is of vital importance to the deaf-blind person. Assessing what residual

hearing the person has and then making provision for the best augmentative devices will enable the

person to receive as much auditory input as is possible.

A formal objective hearing test should be performed on all deaf-blind persons to assist the worker

in designing a rehabilitation program. For those who have a moderate hearing loss or have a

progressive condition, it is important to have a yearly audiogram. For persons who may not be able

to participate or voluntarily respond in a hearing test, Evoked Response Audiometry is encouraged.

Electrodes are placed behind each ear and on the forehead and the auditory pattern is recorded as

the brain responds to sound. This assessment will determine the amount of residual hearing.

Sometimes it is difficult to receive a referral from medical professionals, so that a developmentally

delayed individual undergo these extensive medical procedures. You may have to proceed with the

assessment without a formal test being done if:

a) The person had no formal language skills, or very low language skills, and cannot participate

in the examination

b) The person is physically unable to participate in examination - frail elderly, or additional

disabilities

c) The person does not function well in a medical environment (perhaps, past history has

contributed to a fear of doctors)

d) The person is geographically isolated

It is vital to find out as much as possible about the person you will be assessing. The person's

schooling, age, living situation, family involvement and medical history will affect your assessment

as far as approach and recommendations.

Find out if there are any past audiograms on file; did the person ever wear a hearing aid in the past;

if the person is non-oral did they ever use speech in the past and when; is the person prone to ear

infections and colds; did the person attend a school for the deaf and what kind of communication

system was used. If the person uses speech do they have a speech impediment that could be caused

by a hearing loss? The worker should be aware of hearing loss caused by aging (presbycusis).





BASIC ASSESSMENT

(to determine any auditory function)

One of the most valuable assessment tools is observing the person in various situations. For example;

1. a) Without a prompt (tactile or verbal clue), does the person hear you or any other person

open the door?

b) With a prompt, does the person look towards the door?

2. Does the person locate and follow foot steps?

3. Does the person attend to a chair being pulled towards him /her?

4. Is the person aware of people in the room?

5. Does the person change facial expression or body position when another person walks by?

6. Does the person attend to food stimulus, i.e. opening of can, bag of chips?

7. Does the person show a startled response to sudden noises?

8. Does the person react to:

- hands being clapped?

- wooden blocks hit together?

- keys being jiggled?

9. Does the person react to various voice tones:

- happy?

- angry?

- soft and high pitched?

- hard and low pitched?

10. Does the person attend group activities? If yes, where does the person sit?

11. How do others communicate with the deaf-blind person?

12. Does the person pick a specific chair to sit in? This may be an indication of a position and

range comfortable to him/her.





Clues To Watch For In A Basic Assessment:

1. Turning head towards or away from audio stimulus

2. Holding of head or ears during audio stimulus

3. Screaming during presentation of audio stimulus

4. Moving head and neck forward to search out sound

5. Rocking to the beat of the audio stimulus being presented (tapping of blocks)

ASSESSMENT OF SPEECH RECOGNITION

A. Speech Recognition in Isolation, Unaided (A room that the client knows and feels comfortable

in)

1. a) Does the person respond to his/her name being said by the worker?

b) Does the person respond to his/her name being said by a man? (deeper voice)

c) Does the person respond to his/her name being said by a family member, or familiar people?

Repeat the sequence in various locations related to the person, i.e. front, back, left and right.

Start at a distance of 5 feet and move closer depending upon the response.

2. Does the person respond to "Hello, how are you?" The person may hear the words, but not

understand the meaning.

3. Will the person imitate sounds? (e.g. b-b-b, b-b-b) Start with the auditory approach and,

if there is no response, place the person's hands on your mouth and throat. Note any

changes.

4. Is the person able to hear and respond to directions?

- stand up
- sit down
- open the door

For persons who are frail or who are unable to perform the task, you can set up a signal, i.e. hit the

bell, raise a hand.





5. a) Does the person respond to music? Note: Is it the sound, or vibrations? At what volume?

b) Does the person respond to the rhythm (rocking, biting, shaking, tapping)?

6. a) Is the person aware of the television being turned on?

b) Does the person move head and/or body to locate the television?

7. a) Does the person react when two people are having a conversation close by?

B. Speech Recognition in Isolation, Aided (A room which the client knows and feels comfortable

in)

At this point, the assessment can become more complex. You may be working with a profoundly

deaf person, who not does understand the relevance of amplification devices, or with an individual

who may have a developmental delay or emotional difficulties.

The amplification devices, which can be used in the assessment, are as follows:

- one-to-one communicator

- bionic ear

- infrared system

- body aid with stethoclip

- FM system with hearing aid or stethoclip

The ways in which these devices should be introduced will vary according to the person being

assessed:

- by explaining via two-hand manual or sign language

- by putting the device on yourself and letting the deaf-blind person explore the device

- by putting the device on the person

Once the device/s has/have been introduced, proceed by repeating part A.

C. Speech Recognition In A Noiser Room, Aided

To proceed with this part of the assessment, follow part A. You may want to choose a noisier room,

such as:

- cafeteria

- lounge area

- activity room





The number of people in the room, and what is happening in the room, will affect the deaf-blind

person, i.e.

- how many people are talking in the room?
- is there a radio, television on?

- is there a loom being used, bingo numbers being called?

ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS

A. In the Person's Living Situtation (Aided and Unaided)

1. a) Does the person respond to bedroom door being opened, while looking at the door?

b) Does the person react to an alarm clock in the bedroom, while in the bedroom?

(at what distance?)

2. a) Can the person hear and understand the word "bathroom"?

b) Does the person hear the toilet flush?

c) Does the person hear the tub water being run? At what distance?

3. a) Does the person respond to the word "kitchen"?

b) Does the person react to the stove buzzer?

c) Is the person aware of a whistle kettle?

d) Does the person move towards the table at the sound of dishes? At what distance?

4. a) Does the person show a startled response when the telephone rings?

b) Is there any response to the door bell being rung one to five times?

c) What, if any, response occurs when a smoke detector and/or fire alarm are activated?

At what distance?

5. Does the person react when announcements come over the P.A. system? At what distance?

6. Does the person stop and scan, or try to locate a noise close by, e.g. floor buffer being used?

At what distance?

Depending on the deaf-blind person's living environment and life skills, some of the above methods

will not be useful. However, before passing over these questions, you can introduce hand-over-hand

instruction to try and elicit a response. Let the person touch the sound stimulus while it is quiet and





then remove his hands. Let the person touch the sound stimulus while it is emitting sound. Note

the difference in the deaf-blind person's behaviour and establish a yes/no response. Remove the

sound stimulus from within reach. Allow the device to emit sound and ask for a yes/no response

to the question "can you hear it?" as you turn it off and on.

B. In the Person's Community (Aided and Unaided)

1. a) Is the person able to hear a car being started (to be done with client outside of the car)?

b) Is the person startled by a car horn, either from inside or outside the car?

2. a) When outside, does the person react to:

- airplane

- transport truck

- fire engine > at what distance?

- ambulance

- police

- bus

b) When inside, does the person react to:

- airplane

- transport truck

- fire engine

- ambulance > at what distance?

- police

- bus

3. a) When out walking, does the person hear people approaching?

b) Is the person able to indicate, which way the traffic is flowing?

c) Does the person hear auditory traffic signals?

SUMMARY

The deaf-blind persons functional hearing may change over time and from time to time depending

on individual circumstances. What is true one day may not be the same the next day. You should

always be cognizant of these changes and not rely too heavily on what has been previously assessed.

Technology is constantly improving and you should be aware of new devices available that may assist

the deaf-blind person.
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FUNCTIONAL COMMUNICATION ASSESSMENT
for work with

DEAF-BUND PERSONS

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

For any instruction, rehabilitation or intervention to be effective with a deaf-blind person there must

be barrier free communication. The responsibility is the worker's to have the skills and the

imagination to communicate fluently in the deaf-blind person's preferred method of communication.

Often, family members or care givers are not always reliable sources of information as they may not

be fluent in the communication methods preferred by the deaf-blind person.

Identifying a communication method is the first step in ensuring that accurate information is

obtained and understood. This will affect all other assessments done with the deaf-blind person.

This assessment will be divided into three parts:

a) Identifying the deaf-blind person's forms of communication, expressively and receptively.

b) Identifying the deaf-blind person's level of communication and understanding i.e. literacy

level.

c) Identifying the appropriate methods of communication (expressively and receptively) based

on the person's visual and hearing loss with recommendations for change.

A. Identifying the Person's Forms of Commonication

Before you begin your assessment there is some initial research you will want to do:

a) read all available background material on the deaf-blind person including;

- case file (if applicable)

- audiological report

- opthamological report

- reports from other related agencies or community supports (eg. Public Health Nurse,

Occupational Therapist)

- educational report

b) through discussion with family, friends and other workers you will want to determine

the deaf-blind person's country of birth/native language

c) what communication methods has the person used in the past
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You will also want to collect the materials required for the assessment, for example;

- pen light

- binaural amplifier

- magnifier

- black felt pen (thick and thin)

- white paper

- braille note grade 1

- raised alphabet

- slate and stylus

- brailler

- Moon Print

- colour pictures of familiar objects

- some food objects (apple, orange, candy etc.)

If possible you will want to try and set the stage for the assessment, for example;

- try to make the area where the assessment will take place quiet i.e. turn off the

TV/radio, close the window etc.

- make sure the person is positioned with his back to the light to avoid glare etc.

- have familiar items or people within reach that you can use if necessary

When you begin an assessment you need a starting point after reading all of the data. We would
suggest the following approach.

1. You will not know exactly how much the person sees or hears but you will probably be able

to make an educated guess and place the person in one of four categories to begin your

assessment;

i) totally deaf-blind,

ii) no hearing; some vision,

iii) no vision; some hearing,

iv) some vision; some hearing

You must be alert and flexible, ready to change if your functional assessment contradicts medical

or historical evidence.

2. To give this assessment structure we have created four scenarios of deaf-blindness as starting

points. We realize that deaf-blind persons may not necessarily fit neatly into one of these

categories but each person will probably be closer to one category than the other three.

3. If the person has been isolated over a long period of time it will be necessary to attempt this

assessment more than once. The person will most likely become frustrated and "tune out" the

worker. This is to be expected and the worker must show patience and persistence. It is

important to reassure the person throughout the assessments.
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Four Scenarios

1. Totally Deaf-Blind

- Approach, and touch the person gently

i) If the person responds orally try:

- block print on plam
- use person's finger to print/write on a surface

- the two hand manual alphabet

- braille note

- morse code

ii) If the person responds in sign language/gesture try:

- tactile sign language

- tactual one hand finger spelling

- the two hand manual alphabet

- block print on palm
- use person's finger to print/write on a surface

- give person pen and paper

- braille note

- morse code

- manipulate persons hands into sign language/finger spelling

iii) If the person does not respond at all try:

- block print on palm
- write/print with person's finger on a surface

- give person a pen and paper

- tactile sign language

- the two hand manual alphabet

- finger spelling

- braille note

- manipulate their hands into sign/finger spelling

- morse code

- giving the person something ie: pop, candy and take it away and see if there

is any response at all
*

* the person may not have a formal communication system (i.e. gestures or signs) but may be able

to decide that they want an item. Therefore when you take it away the person makes a response or

reaction in behaviour to indicate the desire for the item.

Note: These communication hints for "non responsive" persons can be used throughout the next three

scenarios of deaf-blind people and are not just limited to use with the totally deaf-blind.





2. No Hearing; Some Vision

fe - Approach, and when close to the person say hello in clear distinct speech and make a

sign for hello

i) If the person responds orally try:

- black pen and paper note, print of various sizes

- block print on palm
- the two hand manual alphabet

- finger spelling

- sign language

- gestures

- morse code

ii) If the person responds in sign language try:

- sign language up close in a confined space with good lighting

- sign language at a distance in a confined space with good lighting

- tactile sign language

- one hand finger spelling up close/at a distance/with the person holding

onto your wrist

- finger spelling tactually using hand over sign language

- block print on palm
- manipulate person's hands into sign/finger spelling or the two hand

manual alphabet

- morse code

- lip reading>

iii) If the person does not respond at all try (varying levels of prompts may be

necessary):

- large print notes medium black felt pen on white, various sizes

- sign language up close/far away
- finger spelling up close/far away
- block print on palm
- tactile finger spelling

- give paper and pen to person

- braille note

- manipulate hands into sign/finger spelling/the two hand manual alphabet

- morse code

- give person a familiar object i.e. pop, candy and take it away to see if there

is any response at all
*

*the person may not have a formal communication system (i.e. gestures or signs) but maybe able to

decide that they want an item. Therefore when you take it away the person makes a response or

reaction in behaviour to indicate the desire for the item.





3. No Vision; Some Hearing

fc - Approach person, when close in a low normal voice say hello

i) If the person responds orally try:

- does the person have a hearing aid? Is it turned on? Is it working?

- continue with speech

- block print on palm
- braille note

- tactile sign language

- tactile finger spelling

- the two hand manual alphabet

- give person pen and paper

- give person slate and stylus/brailler

- use person's finger to print/write on a surface

- try amplification device

- morse code

ii) If the person responds in sign language try:

- talking and using tactile sign language

- talking and using tactile finger spelling

- talking and using print on palm
- a braille note

- giving the person a pen and paper

- giving the person a slate and stylus/brailler

w - using the person's finger to print/write on a surface
"

- manipulating the person's hand into sign/finger spelling

- morse code

iii) If the person 'does not respond at all try:

- lowering your voice

- an amplification device

- talking and using print on palm
- talking and a braille note

- giving the person a pen and paper and prompting them
- giving the person a slate and stylus/brailler

- using the person's own finger (hand over hand) to print on the table

- talking and using tactile sign language or finger spelling

- taking the person's hands and manipulating their hands into sign language

forms

- giving the person something ie: pop, candy and take it away and see if there

is any response at all*

* the person may not have a formal communication system (i.e. gestures or signs) but may be able

to decide that they want an item. Therefore when you take it away the person makes a response or

reaction in behaviour to indicate the desire for the item.

>





4. Some Vision; Some Hearing

m - Approach the person and when close to the person using a clear distinct voice say hello and

sign hello

i) If the person responds orally try:

- check if the person has a hearing aid and it is turned on

- if the person does not have a hearing aid try an amplification device

- while talking with your hand in front of mouth does the person still hear?

- finger spelling, sign language, and speaking

- the two hand manual alphabet

- block print with felt pen on paper

- print on palm with persons finger

- braille note

- morse code

- does the person have glasses? are glasses distance or reading glasses?

ii) If the person responds in sign language or gestures try:

- talking and using sign language

- talking and using tactile sign language/gestures

- talking and using the two hand manual alphabet

- talking and printing in block letters with felt pen

- talking and using print on palm
- giving the person pen and paper

- brailling a note

^
- taking the person's hands and manipulating their hands into sign language

"
forms

- morse code

iii) If there is no response:

- manipulate the environment by changing the lighting and sound sources

in the room
- check for a hearing aid, is it turned on?

- if the person does not have a hearing aid try an amplification device

- write large print notes with a black felt pen on white (yellow) paper in

various sizes of print

- does the person have glasses or magnifier?

- check fields of vision (peripheral or tunnel)

- give the person paper and a felt marker
- print with person's finger on table surface or palm
- give the person a braille note

- prompt with a slate and stylus/brailler

- tactile finger spelling/sign language/gestures

- the two hand manual alphabet

- morse code





B. Identifying the Deaf-Blind Person's Level of Communication and Understanding

Having first determined how the deaf-blind person communicates, it is then helpful to begin an

evaluation of the deaf-blind person's level of understanding of communication and concepts as well

as the literacy level. With this type of information available, it is much easier to formulate lesson

plans (etc.) at an appropriate level.

This part of the assessment could occur over a long period of time. The following are some

suggestions:

a) Ask the deaf-blind person how many languages are spoken or read.

b) Engage the deaf-blind person in conversation (using his preferred method of

communication) about a topic of interest. Start with a medium vocabulary level - gauge the

person's response and then use simpler or more complex vocabulary depending on the

response.

c) Ask the deaf-blind person about reading preferences i.e. newspapers, magazines, books.

d) Give the deaf-blind person something to read, (in the appropriate medium) or talk about

something and then ask the deaf-blind person questions about it to determine

comprehension level.

e) Ask the deaf-blind person if the phone is used and if so who is phoned (i.e. only

family members or others as well).

f) Phone the deaf-blind person with the appropriate technical device and take notes of the

conversation.

g) Give the deaf-blind person some basic math problems i.e. add, subtract, multiply and

divide to determine their numeracy skills (the use of coins and money or counters can

sometimes be helpful).

h) Ask the deaf-blind person what games are played and then play the game with the

deaf-blind person ( e.g. X's and O's, Trivial Pursuit, Chess, Scrabble, etc).

i) Give the deaf-blind person a picture and ask the person to make up a story or give the

person some words and ask the person to make up a story.

C. Identifying An Appropriate Communication Method for a Person who is Deaf-Blind

It has been suggested that there are a number of groups within the deaf-blind community:

1) congenitally deaf-adventitiously blind

2) congenitally blind-adventitiously deaf

3) adventitiously deaf-adventitiously blind

4) congenitally deaf-blind





The distinctions are determined by the degree of vision and hearing losses and age at the time the

|
impairments begin.

Understanding how a person's receptive and expressive communication systems have developed will

assist in determining which communication methods are most appropriate.

There are four areas to consider when making these recommendations;

1) expressive

2) receptive

3) written

4) level of understanding

As well, having a clear grasp of the positive and negative aspects of each different communication

system will allow you to make recommendations as to the best communication system for the

deaf-blind person, (see Appendix 1)

1. The Congenitally Deaf - Adventitiously Blind Person

A common cause of deaf-blindness for people who fall into this grouping is Ushers' Syndrome. Most

typically the person is born deaf or severely hearing impaired and loses their vision over time in

adult years.

Access to language has likely been through a visual mode such as sign language, or lip reading. Most

individuals in this group are unlikely to have developed clear intelligible speech that is easily

I understood by strangers. Skills in sign language, fingerspelling, print, script and typing are often

well developed.

Expressively, person's in this group who have sign language skills, script and fingerspelling will

prefer to retain these methods as their primary modes of communication. Person's who have written

notes to communicate may find this difficult as blindness approaches and the notes should be

examined for clarity. The use of writing guides, high impact pens on high contrast paper boards and

pre written notes are often useful. The teaching of print-on-palm is extremely important and can

greatly assist the deaf-blind person in independent communication with the general public.

Receptively, persons will face a difficult challenge in adapting communication methods as vision

decreases. The visual sign language user may wish to adapt to a tactile form with an increased

emphasis on fingerspelling for clarity of similar signs.

The two hand manual is a communication method often adopted by persons in this group who find

tactile sign language or fingerspelling too difficult to discern. Sometimes, the processes of aging and

arthritis affect this decision.

Persons who have relied on lipreading to receive information will be faced with the difficult process

of switching to a manual method of communication. This can be traumatic if the person has, as a

part of their previous schooling, been discouraged, from doing so. Often, sign language and





fingerspelling are seen as too complex and identified with the "deaf culture" of which the person has

never been a part. This transition can be facilitated by first using notes and then the two hand

manual.

Access to the written word, previously by regular print or script can be magnified, more clearly

spaced, rewritten with high impact markers, defined by coloured plastic overlays etc. Low vision

assessments are a priority to determine which devices and hints can be useful. Eventually, the

decision to learn a tactile method of access to the written word, such as braille, raised print

(i.e. Moon) will be necessary. This is very much an individual choice and requires strong motivation

to assist in the learning process. Very often learning grade 1 braille or raised print for the labelling

of household items is a good place to start.

Caution should be used in keeping all communications ("one to one" or "written") within the

deaf-blind persons' level of understanding.

2. The Congenitally Blind - Adventitiously Deaf Person

Persons in this grouping are born blind or visually impaired and lose their hearing over time

(e.g. Norries Syndrome). There is a wide variance of visual impairment in this group which impacts

on the development of concepts and levels of understanding, not of language, but often of lifeskills

and mobility.

Persons have learned language as hearing individuals and will likely have a good grasp of English.

Many will have learned braille as a means to access the "written word," some may not be familiar

with print letters, numbers or script. Speech will likely be clear and will be retained as the person's

primary method of expressive communication. Person's who have a spoken language other than

English (or the dominant language of the society) or heavily accented English may find it difficult

to correct their own speech patterns when they are deaf. Persons in this position may choose to use

printed notes (pre-written) or communication devices such as the TeleBraille with the general public.

Receiving communication using methods other hearing or residual hearing will require intensive

teaching. Reading prepared braille notes, or a simultaneous braille production device (the

Tellatouch, Versabraille, Telebraille etc.) may prove advantageous. The Two Hand Manual would

also be recommended to enable the person to communicate with deaf-blind peers unfamiliar with

the braille alphabet. Attention must be paid to numbers which are printed in the Two Hand Manual
but which would need to be spelt or tactually braille coded with persons in this group. Print-on-palm

and print will likely not be an option with persons in this group without intensive teaching but

typing, particularly with regard to telephone devices and computers would be a strong

recommendation.





3. The Adventitiously Deaf - Adventitiously Blind Person

Persons in this group become deaf-blind at the same time often as a result of trauma (example: as

a result of surgery or from degenerating neurological conditions). Language will have been learned

through auditory and visual senses and speech and language skills are usually well developed.

Assessment of cognitive functioning with regard to literacy level may be required if head injury or

neurological dysfunction is the cause of deaf-blindness.

Speech will remain the appropriate expressive communication method as long as a good voice

projection, control and pronunciation are retained. Otherwise, printed notes, communication boards

or computerized voice communication devices accessed by typing can be helpful.

To receive communication the person will need to learn a manual communication method.

Depending on the amount of residual vision, reading large print notes (with high impact markers on

high contrast/low glare paper and board) is a common starting ground but can be slow and awkward
in many situations (extreme cold, swimming pools etc.). Sign Language is recommended if one to

one instruction and family/significant other participation is possible. Sign language will be very

difficult to learn if the person has no residual vision and is relying solely on tactile reception, tactile

fingerspelling would be advisable. The two hand manual would likely be preferable to tactile

fingerspelling although the knowledge of both "fingerspelling" methods will maximize the person's

ability to interact with the maximum number of persons.

Access to the "written" word through enhanced print if the person has residual vision will be

important and devices can be recommended following a low vision assessment. Braille should be

encouraged for individuals unable to read large print.

Lipreading even with some residual hearing as a primary method of communication, should not be

reinforced as with visually impaired persons it has the potential for great misunderstandings.

4. The Congenitally Deaf-Congenitally Blind Person

Persons in this grouping are born without sight or hearing although the determination of the extent

of the disability is often difficult. A large variance in residual hearing and vision is often noted

along with varying degrees of developmental delay. The Congenital Rubella Syndrome, is one of the

most common causes.

The most severely handicapped of this population will probably be the most restricted in choices of

expressive and receptive language.

Since the person has not heard spoken language the person will most likely be unable to speak and

will rely on gestures or limited sign language. The Sign Language employed will not likely be of a

formal nature as used by congenitally deaf persons who have learned language through vision.

Because of congenital blindness the communication method will likely have had to be learned

through manipulation and in a hand-over-hand method (AITSL). The persons will probably not

have any written language skills. The appropriate method of communication would be what ever

works best and has been used in the past by caregivers. It is often environmentally and situationally
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specific. By using scents and vibrating or flashing light clues, information can be conveyed to the

congenitally deaf-blind person to provide signals i.e. to indicate the time to move from one place

to the next. The interpretation of these clues by the deaf-blind person is a skill that has to be taught

very carefully and should start early in life.

SUMMARY

Access to information depends on the ability to receive clear accurate communication. The

communication of a person's thoughts and wishes with others allow for an interchange of ideas and

information. For deaf-blind person's these principles remain the same only the methods of

communication vary.

APPENDIX I

Communication Methods and their Applications with Deaf-Blind Persons

Notes:

1. Visual modes of communication depend on the person's acuity, visual fields and light

adaptation/night blindness. It is important for the person who has night blindness to learn

a tactile form of communication.

2. Tactile modes of communication depend on the person's tactile sensitivity. Dry skin, arthritis

or a hyper-sensitivity to touch may be barriers to these forms of communication.

3. Speech as an expressive communication method must be clear and easily understood by

strangers to be considered an appropriate expressive tool. If speech is used as a receptive

communication method it must be discerned that an appropriate amplification device is being

used and how the person will cope if,

i) the person's aid suddenly breaks down or the battery fails,

ii) the person develops an ear infection and cannot wear a hearing aid mold for

a period of time,

iii) if the person can hear the smoke alarm, phone etc. at night when hearing

aid(s) have been removed

4. A fluency in print-on-palm is one common communication method which can be used by

visually impaired, totally blind and totally deaf or hearing impaired persons, when dealing

with anyone who does not know any other alternate communication method.
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The two hand manual alphabet unfortunately is not widely used except in Britain and in

certain parts of Canada, including the province of Ontario. Although, it is not the first

language of any person it is enormously effective with all literate deaf-blind people. It

allows for a common communication method amongst all deaf-blind people to maximize peer

social interaction. Within the deaf culture there is often a stigma attached to this

communication method and its' relationship to the "blind" which persons who are

congenitally/culturally deaf will need to overcome.

The question of when to introduce braille to deaf-blind persons who retain some residual

vision is often asked. This decision remains the deaf-blind persons even past the point when
common sense and efficacy would recommend the transition. There is often a hesitancy to

give up large print as it is seen as the last hurdle before "blindness." Braille can be taught

visually and then adapted to the tactile method as a "stepping stone." For person's who have

a marginal functional literacy level braille is sometimes ignored but should be considered.

For an alternate teaching system of braille to deaf-blind persons, please refer to the "ABLK
Method" by Bernice Robins of Deaf-Blind Services, Ontario Division, CNIB, 1929 Bayview
Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4G 3E8.

GLOSSARY

A. Sign Language Systems

B. Fingerspelling Systems

C. Print and Print Related Systems

D. Braille Systems and Other Tactile Symbols of Print

E. Object Reference Systems

F. Residual Hearing and Speech

A. SIGN LANGUAGE SYSTEMS

i) American Sign Language (ASL)

ASL is the natural language of the culturally deaf and is comprised of specific

gestures (signs), handshapes and facial expression. ASL is a highly visual language

with its own syntax and grammar. It is not a manual form of English. Signs are made
by either one or both hands assuming distinctive shapes in particular locations and

executing specified movements. ASL grammar uses spatial relation visually displayed with

the signing frequency, direction and orientation of the hands to indicate singular or
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plurality, subject vs object etc. This language is the preferred primary mode of

communication of the adult deaf population. Deaf-blind persons using ASL are

primarily persons born deaf and who lose their vision later in life. ASL can be used by
deaf-blind persons both visually and tactually with adaptations.

ii) Signed Exact English (SEE)

SEE is a communication system of visually represented English in a manual form. Signs are

arranged in English word order and invented forms are given meaning corresponding to

English grammar (ing, ed, was, be). SEE is most often used in schools with deaf children

to teach English. SEE is used by deaf-blind persons who have not associated with the

culturally deaf community. It is also employed with those who have acquired deafness later

in life or those who are involved with educational facilities. SEE can be used by deaf-blind

persons both visually and tactually with adaptations.

iii) Conceptually Accurate Signed English (CASE) (formerly Pidgin Signed English - PSE)

CASE is a combination of ASL and SEE. It uses English word order but will often use ASL
signs to convey concept rather than a specific manually coded English word. It is often seen

as broken English by proponents of SEE or as imperfect ASL by members of the culturally

deaf community. However, CASE is an effective compromise and highly possible

communication alternative for use with deaf-blind persons who are non-native ASL users

or whose vision loss impairs their total comprehension of ASL. CASE is most often used by

deaf-blind persons who are native signers and who have a high interaction with hearing

persons (non-native signers). CASE can be used by deaf-blind persons both visually and

tactually with adaptations.

iv) Adapted Interactive Tactual Sign Language (AITSL) (formerly called Manipulated or Model
Sign Language)

The deaf-blind person receives communication with his hands resting on the speaker's hand

while the message is signed. The speaker next manipulates the deaf-blind person's hands,

followed by a partial communication accompanied with prompts or cues to allow the

deaf-blind person to respond independently. Questions or choices may be presented by the

speaker using the same method to ensure that the deaf-blind person understands the message.

This communication system is used primarily with congenitally deaf-blind persons.

B. FINGERSPELLING SYSTEMS

i) American Fingerspelling

Letters of the English alphabet are formed by manipulating the fingers of one hand into

specific positions and motions. Each letter of each word is spelled. Most often seen visually,

the deaf-blind person can also place their hand on the speaker's hand to tactually receive the

spelled message. It is used by literate deaf-blind persons who may or may not also know a

sign language system.
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ii) Two Hand Manual Alphabet

Letters of the English alphabet are formed by a speaker's hand positions which are placed

upon a recipients open relaxed palm. This combination of hands form the alphabet. Each

letter of each word is spelled. This is a tactual communication method that is also adapted

for some visual use. It is an effective method for persons who have never before used

manual communication (i.e. oral deaf, seniors, etc.). It is used by the majority of deaf-blind

adults in Canada as their preferred primary mode of communication (it also demands

literacy).

C. PRINT AND PRINT RELATED SYSTEMS

i) Print on Palm (POP)

Using the palm as a writing surface, the speaker holds the deaf-blind person's hand with the

palm up. The speaker's index finger is used like a pencil to print each capital letter

successively, and in the same palm location, to form a word. This system demands literacy.

It is most often used as a common way to interact with the community and or within the

deaf-blind community. The letter X drawn on a deaf-blind person's back is recognized as

the standard for indicating an emergency.

ii) Print on Paper

This system uses a black felt marker on flat (non-glossy) white paper with good spacing and

clear standard print shape and size. It is used by many older deaf-visually impaired seniors

(literate) as their preferred primary method of communication. It requires no learning of

alternate systems and is effective with the general public. Also used on portable white and

black boards.

iii) Telephone Devices for the Deaf, and Telephone Devices for the Deaf-Blind

(TDD, TDD-B); formerly called TTY)

A small key board device with a modem for telephone and visual display is used to send the

message by code over the telephone wires to a similar machine. A similar device has been

developed for use with the deaf-visually impaired by attaching a large print visual display

monitor. These devices allow access to the telephone for deaf-blind people. With the

introduction of the special Bell Relay Service in Ontario, deaf-blind people (and the deaf)

can communicate with their TDD via special operators to relay messages to any one in the

community (i.e., doctor, store, etc.).

D. Braille Systems and Other Tactile Symbols of Print

i) Braille

This is a system of touch reading for the blind. It uses six raised dots. These are referred

to as "one cell." The six raised dots when arranged in various combinations, form the letters
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of the alphabet, punctuation and word contractions. Braille is used by deaf-blind persons

fc wishing to read who cannot access print. Various forms include grades 1,2,3 braille, jumbo
and computer braille. Braille is produced by a Perkins Brailler, a slate and stylus and

computers.

ii) TellaTouch

A device used by deaf-blind persons who know braille. One side of the device contains a

standard typewriter keyboard and has six keys similar to a brailler. Depressing one of the

keys forms a single braille cell (six dots) on the other side of the machine. The deaf-blind

person places his finger on the braille cell and feels the letter as it is produced. This

communication system is most commonly used by blind persons who know braille but who
have lost their hearing. It is also used by deaf-blind people who are travelling or who are

hospitalized, to communicate with the general public.

iii) TeleBraille

The TeleBraille is a braille access telephone device for the deaf-blind. It is comprised of two
pieces; a braille display and a keyboard with modem. The TeleBraille is used by deaf-blind

people who read braille to access the phone for both home and business uses. It can also be

used in a face to face mode to facilitate communication between a deaf-blind person and

someone in the community. This device represents a major development in the

communication systems used with deaf-blind people.

* iv) Moon Print

This raised print system retains many letters of the English alphabet in their original forms.

Moon uses an alphabet of nine characters placed in various positions. Moon reads

alternately from left to right, then right to left with guide lines to indicate direction. This

system is still primarily used only in England but is starting to become more popular in

Canada with deaf-blind persons who have difficulty with the fine tactile markings of

braille.

v) Morse Code

This is an international system that consists of dots and dashes presented systematically to

represent the letters of the alphabet. It is familiar to amateur radio operators (HAMS) and

the Armed Forces. It is used by deaf-blind people who are HAM'S using tactile Morse

receivers and for computer in-put by some physically disabled deaf-blind people.

E. Object Referencing Systems

i) Object Referencing

Objects are presented in a predetermined repetitive order to communicate and/or solidify
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communication system to provide description, anticipation and aspects of recall. It is used

to allow structure, initiation and decision making. Object reference systems use visual,

tactual, olfactory and concrete symbols, pictures and art to convey a message. This system

is most often used by congenitally deaf-blind persons who are learning other communication

systems or with persons who, for whatever reason, have been unable to learn other systems

effectively. It is also used in part with deaf-blind persons who have intellectual disabilities

as a result of long term care institutionalization.

ii) Communication Boards

This system is used to convey a message usually in an environmentally specific manner. The

board can use English words or alphabet, tactile symbols, art, pictograph symbols, etc.

F. Residual Hearing and Speech

* For deaf-blind persons, the following methods are rarely used as the primary preferred method

of communication. Deaf-blind people who are able to use their residual hearing to communicate,

employ amplification, visual cues and background information. Through specialized hearing aid

systems some deaf-blind person can make use of their residual hearing to communicate in a

one-to-one situation.

i) FM System

This device provides a personal receiver worn by the deaf-blind person and a transmitter

worn by the speaker. This device provides amplification and the appropriate acoustic

environment necessary for speech discrimination.

ii) Speech Reading

Deaf-Blind persons who have some vision can use speech reading. It is a complex process

that involves the association of visual symbols with spoken language through the decoding

and piecing together of visual pattern. The technique of speechreading for the most skilled

communicator is only at best 30% accurate and accuracy is further reduced by such things

as lighting condition, language fluency of the speaker, visual impairment, etc.

iii) Tadoma

The Tadoma method is a system of receiving speech through the sense of touch. The

deaf-blind person places his hand on the face of the speaker, the thumb gently touching the

lips and the other fingers spread over the cheek, jaw and throat. This technique takes

specialized teaching and years of practice to perfect.
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FUNCTIONAL ORIENTATION & MOBIUTY ASSESSMENT
for work with

DEAF-BUND PERSONS

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Most persons would include the ability and the freedom to move around in one's environment to be

part of everyday life. For some people this will mean travel by plane, car or taxi; for others it will

mean travel by wheelchair, walker or long cane and, for others it will mean travel with a sighted

guide. All of the above are forms of independent travel and no one will dispute their importance

for the individual.

The ability to move independently in one's environment allows persons the freedom to make choices.

Without this ability one's life can and does become static and frustrating.

In its simplest form Orientation and Mobility (O & M) is:

a) a process of knowing where you are

b) where you want to go

c) getting there as safely and with as much independence as possible.

Before an O & M assessment can be done a visual, auditory and communication assessment must be

done. The O & M specialist will need to know how much residual vision and residual hearing the

person has, how well they use it and how to best communicate. Communication, which can

sometimes be slow, can be facilitated by modifying existing communication systems and creating

short forms and tactile cues to speed up the teaching process of O&M skills. The process of teaching

O & M to a deaf-blind person can be a complicated, time-consuming and evolving process.

Observation and collection of information on how the person travels will allow you to assess the

person's present skills.

In many instances you will be able to directly interview the person to ask about their present

O&M skills. In other situations you will need to ask their care giver, family, intervenor etc. for

their perspective about the person's skills (whenever possible try to seek permission from the

deaf-blind person). It is often interesting to compare notes from both the individual and the other

source and look for the discrepancies about what is believed to be possible.

Sometimes you are unable to interview the deaf-blind person but you can request or indicate that

a task needs to be completed. This will provide you with an opportunity for observation. A good

example would be to have the person show you their room with you following behind. Another

example is to have the person get you a glass of water. Some people are "assessment shy" and if they

feel they are being observed will not "do" anything.





Respecting this wish you can often accomplish your observations over a long period of time while

observing the person perform day to day activities around their home or neighbourhood. This

assessment will then allow the instructor to record what the person is doing in terms of "independent"

travel now and what the person is capable of learning.

ASSESSMENT INTERVIEW

(the deaf-blind person and /or significant other)

1. What does the person "do" by day? How does the person get there? Does the person travel

differently by day, night, varying weather conditions? Is the person's activity limited by

their inability to travel independently?

2. What does the person wish to do? Does the person know that mobility will be involved?

Does the person feel comfortable with their existing mobility skills?

3. Is the person curious about their environment? Do they want to know what is happening

outside of their own small environment?

4. Is the person limited or dissatisfied with their lifestyle? Would improved mobility help?

What will motivate the person to learn?

5. Is the person physically active? What are examples of this? How far and how fast can the

person walk independently? (e.g. is arthritis a factor?)

6. Does the person have any health problems (diabetes, heart etc.)? Are there medications or

treatments required?

7. What does the person feel are examples of stress in their life?

8. What does the person's family/significant other feel about the deaf-blind person's mobility?

Does the family feel there are limits and/or limits should be imposed on the person's

mobility? If so, why?

9. What devices does the person use around the home? Are they comfortable with devices?

How long did it take to learn how to use the devices?

10. In general does the deaf-blind person understand instructions, directions, general

communication? How quickly does the person respond to new people?

11. What is the person's memory like? What are some examples?

12. How does the person respond to change in their life? What are examples?





BASIC ASSESSMENT

With some people you will be able to ask the person to perform an activity for you. While, for

others you may have to observe the individual doing a secondary activity or you may have to "stage"

an activity so you have an opportunity to observe.

Some persons will be able to understand why you want them to do various activities while others may
never really understand the reasons for the activity.

You may have to repeat each part of the assessment in different lighting conditions: daylight, dusk

and dark. The person may have different success rates in different lighting conditions.

Keep a record of: i) day and time of assessment; ii) the person's mood (good? happy? sleepy?);

iii) interest and motivation level. Did these behaviours change from one assessment day to the next?

A. In a Familiar Indoor Environment

1. Does the person move from one area to the next (i.e. from bed to toilet):

a) alone in a direct path (note hand positions)

b) using a cane, stick etc. as a probe or as a bumper

c) with help

i) by asking for help

ii) by waiting for a prompt that you are available for help

d) clinging to walls, furniture

e) using visual, tactile landmarks and then moving in a direct path

f) trailing (using one hand or two hands) perpendicular or parallel to the wall

g) sighted guide

2. a) Can the person point correctly to an area while stationary? (e.g. if at the door can they

point to the kitchen etc.)

b) Can the person give you understandable directions to a familiar place or take you there?

NB: Some people have wonderful "mental maps'* but cannot do the actual task. (*have a clear correct

picture in their minds of where things are and how they relate to each other).





3. a) When walking does the person have any noticeable gait differences:

i) a lean to either side

ii) a sway to front and back

iii) an irregular shift of weight

iv) loss of balance

v) shuffle

b) Does the person use a cane, walker, etc. to correct for these problems?

c) From a sit to a stand, kneel to stand or bending over does the person have any noticeable

or more severe balance problems than when stationary or walking?

d) Does the person have good perception of their own size and relationship to space:

i) can the person clear a door frame

ii) negotiate a pathway with a bag in hand
iii) clear a space under a hanging plant

5. a) While moving through space does the person move from area "A" to area "B" to area "C"

(chaining) or can the person move directly from "A" to "C" ?

b) Can the person easily reverse the route or is it seen as a completely different route? Is

the reversal done exactly the same way?

6. Can the person move easily around an obstacle? If the original path is impeded does the

person have another route?

7. How does the person move from one level to another:

a) stairs:

i) does the person use one hand, two hands, a cane, sighted guide?

ii) does the person climb the stairs or step 1 foot at a time?

iii) does the person have the same behaviour going up or down stairs?

iv) what is the person's behaviour like if there is no railing?

b) elevator:

i) will the person use an elevator alone? Describe the process,

ii) does the person prefer to travel with someone but is familiar with the

procedure?

c) escalators:

i) will the person use an escalator alone? Describe the process.

ii) does the person prefer to travel with someone but is familiar with the

procedure?

iii) does the person know if the escalator is going up or down by railing

movement or step movement?
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10.

11.

Does the person use landmarks (visual, tactual, olfactory):

a) can the person differentiate among floor textures while walking or wall textures while

trailing?

b) can the person use overhead lights or lights from windows as landmarks or clues to the

environment?

c) does the person use odours or scents (perfume of the receptionist at work, food prep in

the kitchen) or wind patterns (fresh air from a door opening) etc. as landmarks or clues?

You may have to create some of these patterns or landmarks and see if the person

comments or records change by their behaviour or facial patterns.

a) Can the person respond correctly to requests to show you their:

i) right

ii) left

iii) up

iv) down
v) front

vi) back

b) Can the person respond correctly to the request to move an object to:

i) right

ii) left

iii) up

iv) down
v) front

vi) back

How does the person recognize theii

i) vision

ii) hearing

iii) tactual clues

iv) memory
v) other clues

Does the person use as landmarks:

i) wind patterns

ii) scents

iii) odours

iv) temperature changes

v) vibrations





12. Does the person use the "sighted guide" technique correctly:

i) hand on arm
ii) walks at comfortable pace with guide or is "towed" along or pushes the guide

iii) throws guide off balance

iv) can negotiate stairs, doorways, narrow spaces, chairs etc. comfortably with

sighted guide

v) uses cane with sighted guide

13. Does the person have a concept of time? Does the person know what day, month, or year

it is? Does the person know how long the visit has lasted? Does the person know when the

last visit was? Can they tell time, use a calendar etc?

B. In A Familiar Outdoor Environment

1. Will the person go outside alone:

a) with a cane, or other mobility device (hockey stick etc.)

b) sighted guide

2. Does the person stay within a confined outdoor area (e.g. balcony, garden, backyard)

3. Does the person move from one area to the next by:

a) themselves in a direct path (note hand positions)

b) using a cane, or stick etc. as a probe or bumper
c) with help:

i) by asking for help

ii) by waiting for a prompt that you are available for help

d) clinging to railings, fences

e) using visual, tactile landmarks and then in a direct path

trailing (one or two hands - perpendicular or parallel to the wall)

g) sighted guide

4. a) Can the person point correctly to an area while stationary? (e.g. if at the street corner

can the person point to the traffic light, etc.)

b) Can the person give you understandable directions to a familiar place or take you there?

NB: Some people have wonderful "mental maps" but cannot do the actual task.

5. a) When walking does the person have any noticeable gait differences:

i) a lean to either side

ii) a sway to front and back

iii) an irregular shift of weight

iv) loss of balance

v) shuffle





b) Does the person use a cane, walker etc. to correct for these problems?

c) From a sit to a stand, kneel to stand or bending over does the person have any noticeable

or more severe balance problems than when stationary or walking?

Does the person have good perception of their own size and relationship to space? Does the

person "behave" or "feel" different in a large open space or a small room?

a) can the person clear a door frame?

b) can the person negotiate a pathway with a bag in hand?

c) can the person clear a space under an overhanging tree?

7. a) While moving through space does the person move from area "A" to area "B" to area "C"

(chaining) or can the person move directly from "A" to "C" ?

b) Can the person easily reverse the route or is it seen as a completely different route. Is

the reversal done exactly the same way?

8. Can the person move easily around an obstacle? If the original path is impeded does the

person have another route?

9. Can the person differentiate between sidewalk texture, road textures (while trailing)? Does

the person appear to use these texture differences as landmarks?

10. Does the person recognize their own driveway, etc. from others by:

a) vision

b) hearing

c) tactual clues

d) memory
e) other clues

11. Is the person aware of wind patterns, scents, odours, temperature change, vibrations? You
may have to create some of these and see if the person comments or records change by their

behaviour, facial patterns, action, etc.

12. Can the person identify or tell you:

a) their address

b) the nearest cross streets

c) give you directions i.e. from work to home
d) the cardinal points? (N,S,E,W)

13. How does the person communicate with the general public?





14. Does the person use a cane? What kind? What length? In what environments? (you should

make note of this in your assessment notes)

15. Is the cane used with technique (touch, constant contact, diagonal etc.) to contact the

shoreline, obstacles, drop - offs? (you should make note of this in your assessment notes)

16. How are street crossings negotiated:

a) does the person use residual vision, hearing?

b) does the person solicit aid, use request cards (preprinted)?

c) does the person use a mobility device (describe)?

17. a) Is the person aware of traffic patterns:

i) visually

ii) auditorily

iii) wind patterns, etc.

b) Is the person aware of the dangers that traffic and society can present to a deaf-blind

traveller? eg. jay walking, soliciting aid, cars running lights, etc.

18. Is the person aware of and know the meaning of:

a) right of ways of people and cars

b) stop signs

c) stop lights

d) yield signs

e) 4-way stops, 3-way stops

19. Does the person, at present:

a) take the bus, subway

b) transfer from bus to bus

c) transfer subway to bus

20. Does the person take a taxi, volunteer drivers, para-transportation systems (i.e. Wheeltrans)?

21. Has the person travelled by train, plane, intercity bus? Did the person use these modes of

transportation before or after they were deaf-blind? How was this accomplished?

22. Does the person have basic streetproofing skills:

a) carries extra money for emergencies but is not showy with money
b) understands the difference between a friend and a friendly stranger or acquaintance

c) knows which areas are considered safe and unsafe and knows where to go for help in

various areas (i.e. police, fire station, all night stores etc.)

d) can be assertive in saying no when not wanting help





e) knows steps to take after an attack eg. call 911

f) has keys ready in hand before leaving building

g) wears reflective or light coloured clothing at night

C. Related Questions

1. What is the person's posture like:

a) during the day

b) at night

c) alone - with cane, without cane

d) with sighted guide

2. Does the person have good grooming, (hygiene, appropriate attire, fresh breath, clean hands)

and look confident?

NB: This is important re: public perception when soliciting aid.

3. a) Does the person travel differently depending on the weather, or environmental changes?

b) Does the person have a means of checking the weather before leaving home?

4. a) Does the person have the ability to easily transfer skills from one area of learning to

another, from one environment to another?

b) Does the person respond better to teaching from one particular person?

5. a) Does the person respond well to people touching for the learning process?

b) Does the person startle easily when touched?

6. a) Is the person aware of when they are lost (indoor and outdoor)?

b) Does the person become emotional and distracted when lost?

c) What problem solving skills are used to find the correct location?

d) How does the individual "call out for help", what strategies are used?

e) Can the person describe the location of their home, work etc. to a person offering

assistance?





If left alone in a completely new environment what will the person do:

a) find their own way
b) wait for assistance

c) look for assistance

d) become upset

Does the person use, or consider using, identification to notify the public that they are

deaf-blind? i.e. button saying "I am Deaf-Blind."

SUMMARY

This assessment from beginning to end could take many hours of observation. Based on what the

deaf-blind person's goals are, the worker can assess each step as needed. The full O & M assessment

does not have to be complete before teaching in one area can begin. The worker may need to "stage"

events in order that the deaf-blind person can attempt to do an activity. Often the deaf-blind person

may not be able to answer a question and you may have to demonstrate physically what you are

trying to assess. You may then get a nod of understanding, and then the person will show you "their"

way.

To assess problem solving skills (particularly with minimal language skills or institutionalized

deaf-blind persons) you may have to create a problem. For example, you may need to guide the

person to the incorrect room to assess how they will find their way back.

As mentioned you may need to create some short forms for communication. These take imagination

and are usually individualized.

Example:

1) instructors flat hand on back of deaf-blind person - stop.

2) X drawn on back of deaf-blind person - emergency take my arm.

3) tap on left upper arm (move left) etc.

4) alternating taps on shoulder to mean get in step with cane.

5) sweeping motion across back of deaf-blind person to mean use wider cane arc etc. etc.

The general public has always viewed independent mobility as an indicator of success in an

individual. If a person is able to move through their environment they are enabled a greater degree

of independence. This ability to move from one place to another independently will mean different

things to different people. It may mean being able to travel back and forth to work using public

transit or it may mean being able to move around safely in one's home. With the freedom of

movement comes the freedom of choice.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

auditory - related to or experienced through the sense of hearing

clearing - the process of confirming the safety of an area either with a sweep of the cane tip on the

ground or with a sweep of the hand on the surface

clue - any sound, odour, temperature, tactile or visual stimulus that affects the senses and can readily

be converted in determining one's position

cue - any sound, odour, temperature, tactile or visual stimulus affecting the senses which will elicit

an immediate or automatic response

drop-off - any sharp decline

landmark - any familiar object, sound, odour, temperature or tactual clue that is easily recognized

and that has a known location in the environment

olfactory - relating to or experienced through the sense of smell

shoreline - the border or edge of a sidewalk or grassline

sighted guide - the use of a sighted person to guide one safely through the environment usually by

taking the sighted person' s arm

soliciting aid - the act of requesting help from other people in the environment (e.g. preprinted

request cards)

street proofing - the act of making oneself alert to the dangers of the "street"

tactual - related to or experienced through the act of touch

trailing - the act of following a surface by use of ones hand(s) or cane

(adapted from "Orientation and Mobility Techniques; A Guide for the Practitioner" Everett Hill and

Purvis Ponder: AFB, New York 1976.)
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FUNCTIONAL VISION ASSESSMENT
for work with

DEAF-BUND PERSONS

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The functional vision assessment can be used in two ways. If a medical evaluation has been done,

the functional assessment can translate the medical information into everyday functional ability or,

if an accurate medical evaluation has not been done, the functional assessment can provide valuable

information in preparation for a future examination.

Therefore, a functional vision assessment is very important to an integrated rehabilitation

programme. The persons level of visual functioning will have implications for all aspects of

rehabilitation teaching: orientation and mobility, life skills, communication, vocation, and social and

recreational activity.

A formal eye examination is very important as the starting point for a rehabilitation programme.

Knowing what the person can see and under what conditions is crucial to planning an appropriate

programme. However, for a variety of reasons, it may be very difficult or impossible to get

an accurate medical assessment of the client' s vision:

a) person has no formal language skills or very low language skills and cannot

participate in the examination.

b) person is physically unable to participate in examination - frail elderly or additional

disabilities.

c) person does not function well in a medical environment (perhaps past history has

contributed to a fear of doctors).

d) geographic isolation - no ophthalmologists available.

Even if a medical evaluation can be done, the results are not always what is needed to begin the

rehabilitation process:

a) the environment in the doctor's office is optimal: proper lighting, good color contrast,

reduced glare.

b) the results of a medical evaluation often relay what the person should be able to see as

opposed to what the client is able to see in his/her environment.





A proper functional vision assessment can rarely be completed in one session. A client should be

observed in a variety of settings (familiar and unfamiliar environments, indoors and outdoors) and

with different kinds of lighting (artificial, natural, night-time).

Assessment can be on-going and will, in most cases, be a component of other aspects in the

rehabilitation process.

However, some basic information about the person's visual functioning will be required before

rehabilitation can begin and what follows are some tools and techniques to obtain this basic

information.

A great deal of background information can be obtained from the deaf-blind person and others

involved (family, staff, medical practitioners). Simple questions such as: "What can you see?", "What

do you have trouble seeing?", "When do you see best?" should not be overlooked. For persons unable

to answer questions, similar ones should be asked of others familiar with the deaf-blind person. The
client's history is also a valuable tool. Are the visual problems recent or longstanding? Are there

other factors (medical, emotional, social) that could contribute to visual functioning? Does the

person's developmental level affect his/her ability to interpret visual information?

The assessment questions and observations are intended to be concrete and the tools required are such

as to be found in the person's home or natural environment. It is suggested that initial assessment

be done under optimum conditions:

- proper lighting (a combination of incandescent and fluorescent lighting is best)

- minimal glare

- strong color contrast when using objects

- with clients corrective lens if they have them

Later it may be appropriate to alter the conditions if further information is required (e.g. if the

person has to function at night). For those parts of the assessment that are done outside, it is

important that the person have appropriate eye protection.

BASIC ASSESSMENT

(to determine the presence of any visual function)

If "a" does not provide a response, proceed to "b ".

1. a) Without a prompt (tactile clue), does the person see you (or family or friend) standing in

front of him/her? (Some deaf-blind person's will not react to a new worker but will respond

to a person that is known to him/her).

b) With a prompt, does the person look for and see you?





2. a) Without a prompt, does the person see you seat yourself nearby?

b) With a prompt, can the person locate you sitting nearby?

3. Does the person make and maintain eye contact when communication is attempted (expressive

or receptive)?

4. a) Without a prompt, can the person see other persons in the room?

b) With a prompt, can the person locate other persons in the room?

5. Can the person see exaggerated head movements and gestures? Can the person see

exaggerated facial expressions.

6. a) Without a prompt, can the person see an object on the table in front of him?

b) With a prompt, can the person locate an object placed in front of him? (Begin with a fairly

large object (a cup or a plate) and strong color contrast; then try objects of decreasing

size and less contrast).

7. Can the person tell the difference between a window and a wall? Between the floor and a

wall? Can the person find a door in a wall?

8. Can the person distinguish between moving and stationary objects?

If none of the above have elicited any visual response, you can use a bright light to determine if the

person has any light perception. (Is it the light itself or heat from the light)?

a) Does the person react/notice a bright light shone in his/her face from a variety of angles?

b) Does the person notice the difference when the light is turned on and off from different

angles?

Note: On rare occasions, flashing lights have been known to precipitate epileptic seizures. Check

the deaf-blind person s medical history, especially with multiply-disabled people.

Clues to Watch For in a Basic Assessment:

1. Turning head towards or away from visual stimulus

2. Tilting head from side to side

3. Squinting or shading eyes

4. Straining to see or bending forward

5. Refusal to attend to visual stimulus
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ASSESSMENT OF VISUAL ACUITY

A. Near Vision

1. a) Does the person recognize you when you arrive?

b) Does the person recognize family members or familiar people?

2. a) Can the person see an object on the table in front of him?

b) With several items on the table, can the person pick up the appropriate item when asked, e.g.

a black pen, a small book and hair brush? (or items of food, for persons with low language

skills)

3. Can the person see large print letter cards or simple words? What size?

4. Can the person see newspaper headlines? Subheadings?

5. Can the person see a large print clock or watch? A regular clock or watch?

6. Can the person look at a simple picture or photograph and identify it? Black and white

drawings and family photographs work well.

7. Given good color contrast, can the person distinguish food items on a plate? Can the person

easily locate cutlery and other items on the table?

8. Can the deaf-blind person read*:

- large print notes?

- typewritten words?
- your handwriting?

- his/her own handwriting?

*For persons who are illiterate, a similar exercise can be done with pictures or shapes.

Decrease the size until optimum size is determined.

9. Can the person write*:

- neatly on plain paper?

- on dark lined paper?

- on signature line?

*Ask illiterate deaf-blind persons to copy pictures or shapes.

10. Can the person see a TDD screen or other bright LED display (use a variety of colours)?





11. Using alternate communication methods the deaf-blind person understands:

a) fingerspelling

- in front of face?

- from the side?

- close to face or far away?
- fast or slow?

- holding wrist in visual area?

- tactually?

b) sign language

- close or far away?
- regular area or confined space?

- fast or slow?

- tactually?

c) two hand manual
- on your hand?
- on his/her hand visually?

- tactually?

B. Distance Vision

* Attention should be paid to bright light or glare outdoors.

1. Can the person see you when you enter room?

2. Does the person recognize familiar people at 5 feet?

3. Can the person visually locate objects in familiar environment?

4. Can the person describe surroundings/scenery in unfamiliar environment?

5. Can the person see a car parked 25 feet away? Can the person see a bright ball 20 - 25 feet

away? (The person may do better with small objects.)

6. Can the person see a billboard or sign? Can the person read it?

7. Can the person see T.V.; at what distance? Can the person see open or closed captions; at

what distance?

8. When walking, can the person see someone coming towards him/her and take appropriate

action?

9. Can the person see a McDonald's sign or other neon signs at night; at what distance?





10. Can the person see stop lights; at what distance?

11. Can the person see street lights; at what distance?

ASSESSMENT OF VISUAL FIELD

A. Peripheral Vision

1. a) Can the person see you, without turning head, if you are sitting slightly to one side?

b) Can you attract the person's attention if you are not immediately in front of him/her?

2. a) Can the person navigate through a familiar environment without bumping into people or

objects?

b) Can the person do the same in an unfamiliar environment?

3. a) When walking, can the person avoid objects on the ground, e.g. puddles, manhole covers?

b) When walking, can the person avoid overhead obstacles?

4. For visual language users:

a) Does the person miss words signed outside of the "central zone" (i.e. above chin, below chest

or at the sides)?

b) Does the person understand you better if you stand close or several feet away?

Clues To Watch For:

1. Head moving to follow or locate objects

2. Eyes scanning from side to side when looking or walking

3. When reading, missing words at beginning or end of line

4. When writing, not using all the paper from margin to margin

Observations of family members and others familiar with the person can be very important. A
person who seems clumsy, bumps into things, trips over objects on the floor, misses curbs or the last

step, etc. may have a restricted visual field.





B. Central Vision

1. Does the person have difficulty recognizing people's faces?

2. When handed an object such as a large print card, does the person tilt his/her head or look

to the side to read it?

3. Does the person complain that when reading, the words disappear or dance around?

4. Can the person see objects in the distance better than those in his/her immediate

environment?

Eccentric viewing (not looking straight ahead to see something in front of you) is the best clue to

identify central vision loss. While formal skills in using eccentric viewing, i.e. for reading, can be

quite difficult to learn, most persons do subconsciously use some kind of eccentric viewing. Look

for tilting the head slightly to one side, looking out of the "corner" of the eye, holding objects off

to one side.

ASSESSMENT OF DEPTH PERCEPTION

1. a) With two items placed on the table, can the person tell which one is closer?

b) With two objects in the room, can the person tell which one is closer?

2. a) When walking, can the person anticipate obvious changes in terrain?

b) Does the person react appropriately to objects in the distance? Example: If there is a

wheelchair in the hall, does the person stop or veer many feet away or just safely?

3. When ascending or descending stairs, does the person have difficulty recognizing the

beginning or the end of the staircase?

4. Does the person detect curbs or drop-offs or misjudge their placement?

5. When reaching for things on the table, does the person consistently over-reach or

under-reach for objects?

Clues To Watch For:

1. The person is overly worried or nervous about steps, cracks shadows or changes in terrain.

2. The person shuffles up to curbs or steps and/or explores with outstretched leg.

3. The person exhibits "abnormal" or different gait in unfamiliar surroundings.
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ASSESSMENT OF COLOUR VISION

1. Can the person correctly describe the colour of: your clothes, his/her own clothes, objects

in the room?

2. Can the person pick and colour match his/her own clothes?

3. Can the person recognize the different colours of traffic signals? In the day? In the night?

4. Given good colour contrast, can the person discriminate foods on a plate?

5. For TDD users: what colour screen does the person prefer?

SUMMARY

It is important to have an understanding of the deaf-blind person's functional vision to allow you

to work effectively. The person's vision may change over time and can also be affected day to day

and even hour to hour depending on the amount of stress the person is under. These factors should

be taken into account and accommodated throughout your interaction with the deaf-blind person.
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CNSB DEAF-BUND SERVICE OFFICES IN ONTARIO
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